TIMEWARE 3
®

TIMEWARE®3 Software turns your laptop into a timing console. Create your own
event lists; set up a meet by name and date; time and place events with one or more
heats; score and place diving; print out event results, meet results and team splits;
and store all the data in a virtually unlimited memory. Demo mode makes training
simple. Add IST’s SWIMSTART, a deck cable and backup buttons and have a
“semiautomatic” timing system for an affordable price. It’s perfect for summer leagues
and small teams. Expand your system with touchpads and scoreboard as more funds
become available. TIMEWARE®3 is compatible with existing starts, touchpads and
many numeric scoreboards.

Timing screen showing a partially completed event with Demo Mode Touchpad Simulator for training.

TIMEWARE®3 is an affordable, expandable timing system you can buy today and
build on tomorrow. Designed with the budget conscious team in mind, TIMEWARE®3
provides loads of capability for a very economical price. See our web site at
www.istime.com for a software demo, or call 800/835-2611 for a detailed quotation to
suit your team's needs.
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Use TIMEWARE®3 with

With Hy-Tek’s Timing Console Interface,
you can download results directly to
MEET MANAGER. Add the Scoreboard
Interface to upload start lists and display
names and teams on IST’s alphanumeric scoreboards.
Network the
®
TIMEWARE 3 and Hy-Tek computers
for effortless data exchange. Additional
Hy-Tek and IST software required.

Here are a few of the other functions available in TIMEWARE®3
Offline Scoring for editing results before printing final reports. Summarizes results of all
heats for easy hand scoring or transfer to HyTek MEET MANAGER.
Adjust out-oftolerance times and FTP results to the web.

Message Board for sending messages
to IST’s Alphanumeric Scoreboards,
including BOARDWARE. Sell ads so
the board can pay for itself.

Event List for creating and saving the
exact event lists you need. Lists can
be imported from Hy-Tek or copied and
changed as needed.
Set the parameters for the events in your
list—age, sex, distance, stroke, Freshman/JV/
Varsity, time/class codes, Prelim/Finals and
more.

Visit www.istime.com, call IST at 800/835-2611 or email info@istime.com
for a quote to fit your team's requirements, and start timing!

